
 

 

NB – This topic is about what Christians believe about God as shown by myths, symbols and metaphors. It is important that 

children understand the difference between literal and metaphor before the beginning of the topic.   

 What? 

Learning Challenge  

Skill Taught 

How? 

Teaching Activities and Differentiation 

Session 1 

LC: Can you explain how Christians 

use metaphors to describe God?  

I can examine pictures to show different 

interpretations of God  

I can explain what a metaphor is  

I can explain how Christians think of God as 

many different things 

Starter What do you think of when you think of the word ‘God? Who is 

God? Discuss.  

Main Teaching Show chn a list of words that Christians use to describe God 

(eg. God the protector, God the powerful) etc. Where do these ideas come 

from? How can God be all these things? Discuss.  

Show chn a picture of God. Encourage the children to think about what God 

looks like on the picture. Model main activity for HA and LA 
Easier Activity Chn to write a paragraph suggesting what the image shows 

about God and why they think this. Repeat for other images.  

Difficult Activity Chn to annotate the edges of their picture with what the 

image shows about God. Repeat for other images. 

Plenary Talk about the idea of metaphors – (eg. God is not literally a rock, 

but he is like the qualities of a rock)  
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Session 2 

LC: Can you compare parts of the 

creation story?  

I can compare and contrast the two 

Genesis creation stories 

I can draw conclusions about the Christian 
views of God from these stories   

Starter Who created the world? How do we know this? What was here 

before the world?  

Main Teaching Read the two parts of the Genesis creation stories (from 1 

and 2). Model writing what is similar and different about these two stories. 

Give out the stories for the chn to have access to on their tables.  
Easier Activity Make their own table showing the similarities and differences 

between the two stories. Give examples of how to do this   

Difficult Activity Chn to fill in a table to show what is similar and different 

about these stories.  

Plenary What do these stories have in common? Ensure that chn understand 

that these stories show that God created ALL things. Talk about the 

metaphor of God being a potter.  

Session 3 

LC: Can you examine sources to show 

how God is viewed as a protector?  

I can examine sources which show God as a 

protector  

I can compare and contrast images  

I can reflect on who is a protector in my 

own life  

Starter Show different images of real life regarding the idea of a ‘protector’. 

What do these images have in common?  

Main Teaching Talk about the idea of the ‘protector’? Discuss people/objects 

that protect us and how this is. Read the story Daniel in the Lion’s Den. 

How does this show God as the protector? Model the main activity – chn to 

describe how each picture or verse shows God as the protector.  

Easier Activity chn to choose a picture and stick it in their books. Write a 

paragraph independently about how the source shows God as a protector.  

Difficult Activity chn to choose a picture and stick it in their books. Follow 

the sentence prompts on the board.  

Plenary Reflect on what this teaches Christians.  

Session 4 

LC: Can you examine sources to show 

how God is viewed as powerful?  

I can examine sources which show God as 

an all-powerful being  

I can compare and contrast images 

I can reflect on powerful figures in the 

world 

Starter Show different images of real life regarding the idea of ‘power’. What 

do these images have in common? 

Main Teaching Talk about the idea of power. What does this mean? Is it 

good or bad? When? Read the story of Joshua 10 and talk about how this 

story shows God as all powerful. Look at some images showing Jesus as light 

and fire and how to this shows power.  

Easier Activity chn to choose a picture and stick it in their books. Write a 

paragraph independently about how the source shows God as all powerful.  

Difficult Activity chn to choose a picture and stick it in their books. Follow 

the sentence prompts on the board.  

Plenary Who are some powerful figures in the world? How do they show 

their power? 



Session 5 

LC: Can you examine sources to show 

how God is viewed as a figure of 

authority?   

I can compare and contrast figures of 

authority  
I can reflect on figures of authority in my 

life 

Starter Show different images of real life regarding the idea of ‘authority’. 

What do these images have in common? 

Main Teaching Talk about the idea of authority. How do you think God is a 

figure of authority? Read the story of Romans 13:1-7 and talk about how this 

shows God as the authority. Is this right? Modern context? Look at some 
examples of figures of authority and where they get their authority from   

Activity fill in the table 

Plenary Should we respect authority? 

Session 6 

LC: Can you describe how Christians 

view God as a Holy Trinity?  

I can reflect on my thoughts during this 

topic 

I can explain what each part of the Holy 

Trinity means  

I can design my own Holy Trinity Symbol   

Starter Show different images of real life regarding the idea of ‘trinity’. What 

do these images have in common? 

Main Teaching Show chn the PPT about the Holy Trinity and the information 

about what each part means.  

Activity Design own Holy Trinity symbol  

Plenary What have we learned this topic?  

 

 


